SEE YOU THERE
#AAUP2017

**MONDAY, JUNE 12**

- breakfast, 7:30 - 8:45 am
- diversity in scholarly journal publishing
  - 10:45 am - 12:00 pm
  - #jnlsdiv

**increasing visibility for content outside issues**

- 1:45 - 3:00 pm
- #jnlsvis

**new financial models for journals**

- 3:30 - 4:45 pm
- #newjnlnmodels

**TUESDAY, JUNE 13**

- what's important to academic authors
  - 10:45 am - 12:00 pm
  - #authorswant

**collaboration lab: how to get your journals indexed: insights from the pros**

- 1:45 - 3:00 pm
- #jnlnindex